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Numerous examples for price discrimination; discuss in more detail when talking 
about the specific types.
Why are firms doing this? Increases profits!!

Antitrust: price discrimination only prohibited if it is intended to lessen 
competition (Robinson-Patman act)
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Identification: Firm needs not only to know ist demand curve, i.e. how demand
varies with its price, but also how consumers differ in their demand.

Arbitrage: Cases in EU-Antitrust Practice:
Dr. Sven Norberg Leuven
Director 20 June 2003
Directorate-General CompetitionDirectorate-General Competition
European Commission
Brussels *
Competition Policy of the European Commission: In the Interest of
Consumers?

2. Prevention of Parallel Trade
The Commission’s constant fight against obstacles to parallel  trade shows
many examples of how it intervenes with the help of the Competition Policy
instruments at its disposal to secure the European consumers’ rights to buy
products wherever,  within the internal market,  this is most favourable to
them. While the Commission does not act as a price regulator and has no
mandate or intention to try to harmonise prices in Europe, the fact that there still
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mandate or intention to try to harmonise prices in Europe, the fact that there still  
exists very substantial  price differences for products like cars or
pharmaceuticals within the different  Member  States  has over the years
induced industries to try to prevent parallel trade.  I will give you a few examples
of our actions and will start with the motor vehicle sector where the price
differences between the 15 Member  States still are very substantial as
demonstrated by our bi-annual car price reports, the next one to be published in 
about a months time[1].



Linear price: Price per unit is independent of how many units are bought!
AER: income based prices (= type of professor, assistant, associate, full). 
More common with journals: prices for individuals vs. prices for institutions.
Early-bird specials in restaurants
Coupons in supermarkets.
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For special problems such as corner solutions, kinks in demand curve, not serving
of certain markets see the examples below.
In the optimization problem I now use the optimization via choice of prices. No
special reason, could be done also via quantities. Perhaps if there is price
discrimination choosing prices is more „natural“.
In the foc I omit that D is a function of p for lack of space and because it is clear.
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η i is (absolute value of) elasticity of demand
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Other examples: Cars (BMWs, etc.)
I jumpt to page 83(?) in the lecture. The following slides are left for information. 
We‘ll talk about the formal derivation when we discuss the assignment.
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Kink in aggregate demand curve!
Attention: Check demand functions! Different from what I deed before!
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Important: Graphically aggregate marginal revenue is obtained by horizontal 
aggregation.
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With isoelastic demand aggregate output might well increase! Reason: Aggregate 
marginal revenue is not just the „horizontal sum“ of individual outputs.
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Now: Extension of basic model to allow for discrimination via use of product
differentiation. Different varieties may and will in general differ in marginal 
costs. Main point: Is the difference in prices different from the cost difference. 
Caveat: The prices two independent monopolist will charge for two different 
varieties (with identical demand functions) will in general not differ by exactly
the cost difference! Remember: pass through with linear demand ½, with iso-
elastic more than 1. So Phlips definition seems to be not perfect. 
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Important about price difference: expression with A‘s enter => price 
discrimination.
With identical demand functions and therefore „no“ incentive for price 
discimination, price difference would be just one half of the cost difference. 
Remember pass through.
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Deneckere, McAffee: Damaged Goods, JEMS, 1996:  IBM Laser Printer, Express 
and ordinary delivery parcel service. Low quality good costs more (in terms of
variable costs)! Full product is deteriorated to give low quality product. (Certain
features are disabled).
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Austrian firm selling at home and in Germany.
Again problem with the definition of price discrimination see above. Following 
my line of argument above, I would not call the result price discrimination. But 
this is more about semantics rather than economics.
For a better(?) example see  Assignment 2. Transport costs can be an important 
device to separate markets!
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Answer to the question not straightforward since there are potential trades due to 
the deadweight loss in the situation without discrimination.
Fairness: Some consumers gain, some lose, so fairness is hard to tell. In particular 
types of winners and losers differ: Students gain!
Does discrimination worsen or reduce monopoly distortion?
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„Strong market“: (Discriminatory) Price higher than uniform price.
„Weak market“: (Discriminatory) Price lower than uniform price.
So weak and strong is from the viewpoint of the firm!
Shape of the curves is irrelevant: Maximum gain and minimum loss are an upper 
and lower bound, resp. for the welfare changes in the two markets.
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ΔW gives an upper bound for the change in welfare! 
Necessary condition only. Not sufficient; see example with isoelastic demand! 
Welfare decreases even though output increases!
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Red and blue areas: Additional revenue (due to serving both markets) can be 
derived from the diagram by the area below the MR curve (area below is the 
integral over MR which gives R). Additional costs is equal to the area below the 
marginal cost function. Profit change is equal to the difference of these two areas.
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Not only personalized pricing in the sense that every person might in principle be 
charged a different price, but every unit is sold at a different price! 
Think of example in which consumers buy more than one unit.
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Is this the best the seller can do? 
Lower the unit price. This increases consumer surplus and so increases the entry 
charge
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This slide is only for printing. I skip it it because everything is on the next slide.
Note: Optimal entry fees: 72 and 32.
If unit price is set at $4 older customers each buy 12 Units And younger 
customers each buy 8 units
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Alternative approach: Block pricing
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The limitation of demand could be done by making only the block pricing offers 
from above.
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So any other package offered to high-demand consumers must offer at least 
$32 consumer surplus. This is the incentive compatibility constraint. 
Next step: From the viewpoint of the monopolist: What is the best package to 
offer the High-demand consumers, given the low demand consumer is offered the 
($64,8) package? Package selling 12 units leaving consumer surplus of 32 => 
($88,12). Profit increases!
This not yet the optimal solution, however, see below.
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Rather complicated slide: See previous slide for explanations
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Optimal packages look different. Reduce the offer to the low demand consumer. 
This is a second order effect for small changes (monopolist loses small triangle), 
only the marginal unit is affected, which hardly contributed to the profit. 
However, the drop from 8 to 7 units does not only marginally affect the utility of 
the high-demand consumers since the 8th unit contributed quite markedly to 
consumers surplus and profit.
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Optimal packages look different. Reduce the offer to the low demand consumer. 
This is a second order effect for small changes (monopolist loses small triangle), 
only the marginal unit is affected, which hardly contributed to the profit. 
However, the drop from 8 to 7 units does not only marginally affect the utility of 
the high-demand consumers since the 8th unit contributed quite markedly to 
consumers surplus and profit.
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„Uniform“ two-part tariff!
Constant marginal cost c!
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Check my calculations!
With identical demand functions price equals marginal costs. If consumers differ, 
the divergence from marginal costs depends on both the difference in the WTP 
and on the share of high value consumers. Higher share and higher difference in 
WTP leads to higher mark-up over marginal costs. Both cases lead to higher
(aggregate) consumer surplus for the high valuation consumers. 
Pattern is similar to the example above. Price above marginal costs! The 
inframarginal gain from the high valuation consumer is greater than the marginalinframarginal gain from the high valuation consumer is greater than the marginal 
loss from the low value consumer. Draw a diagram! Assignment 2!

Derivation of whether both types should be served is straightforward, but tedious.
What is the profit if only the high valuation type is served?
Decision whether to serve both types depends on relative number of both types, 

diff i WTP ( A ‘ ) don difference in WTP (=Ai‘s) and on c.
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Packages 1 and 2 are for the respective type of consumers
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Consumer surplus now in terms of quantity q and gross, ie inclusive of 
„expenditure“. Remember that consumers do not pay a price per unit!
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Check the result: Derive first order conditions (=differentiate w.r.t. quantities) 
and solve for optimum quantities!
Compare with the general principles stated above: High valuation consumer
obtains first best quantity and a surplus. Low valuation consumers get less than
first best and no surplus.

What is the profit under first degree price discrimination?
To compare take the case where n1 = n2!

Note: Menu pricing can be implemented by offering a menu of two-part tariffs
(Telecoms!)
How would these have to look like? 
Price straighforward => inverse demand function High valuation type p=c!Price straighforward > inverse demand function. High valuation type p c!
Fixed fee: t – p q!
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See 2nd edition PRN, Section 3.2 and 3.3!
Welfare: Distribution!

Pharmaceutical case: Pharmaceutical firms charged higher prices to drugstores
than to institutional pharmacies and HMOs! Settlement with payment of 350 
Million $ and stop of discrimination.

Policy in Europe: Quantity discounts vs. loyalty or fidelity discounts. Later may
be deemed anti-competitive.
PRESS RELEASE No 80/03

30 September 2003

Judgment of the Court of First Instance in Case T-203/01 

Manufacture Française des Pneumatiques Michelin v Commission of the
European Communities 
Michelin enjoys a dominant position on the French market for replacement tyres
for trucks and buses, a market which includes both new replacement tyres and

t d d t I 2001 th C i i d t d d i i 1 b hi h it f d
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retreaded tyres. In 2001 the Commission adopted a decision1 by which it found
that Michelin had abused its dominant position, in that, in France, Michelin's
commercial and pricing policy towards its dealers was based on a complex
system of discounts, refunds and/or other financial advantages. The main
objective of the policy was to tie dealers to the company and to maintain the
company's market share and consequently to undermine competition in the
common market. The Commission fined Michelin EUR 19.76 million.
The follo ing ere specificall fo nd to be ab ses: q antitati e disco nts


